ZOYZ is my new print and fashion label . I am an
Australian Textile and Fashion Designer. I design
textiles for my own Fashion line, ZOYZ, about to
be launched in Australia
Wearing ZOYZ is like wearing a very colourful work
of art. My designs have a lot to say, they make a
big impact and demand attention.
My label ZOYZ began with the production of exclusive print leggings and is now branching into
swimwear, resort wear, street wear, footwear, and
youth and children’s wear.
I am launching ZOYZ new line at The Silent Previews Runway Show at Brisbane Powerhouse September 17.The show is open to the public and tickets are now for sale.
Zoya Kraus
Artist, Designer
And Operator, ZOYZ

“ZOYZ WEARABLE ART HITS THE RUNWAY”

At SilentPreviews, Runway Show
Brisbane Powerhouse September 17.
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The SilentPreviews Runway Show
Sept 17th Brisbane Powerhouse
Focus on Zoya Kraus.
Designer launching her
anticipated label,
ZOYZ.

ZOYZ anticipated wearable art label
will launch its Spring and Summer
pieces at the new urban collective;
SilentEarths major fashion event of
the season SilentPreviews at Brisbane
Powerhouse, September 17.
The SilentPreviews Runway Show will
showcase not only established
well-loved designers, but also some of
the new up-and-coming talent that
Australia has to offer. A one day event
at Brisbane’s Powerhouse, the show is
open to the public and tickets are
now for sale.
Zoya Kraus is one of the talented
Designers on show. She is an
Australian Surface Artist and Textile
Designer who specialises in creating
and selling prints for high-end
apparel.
Her brand ZOYZ began with the
production of exclusive print leggings
and is now branching into swimwear,
resort wear, street wear, footwear,
and youth and children’s wear.
Her quirky designs have a lot to say,
they make a big impact and demand
attention with her edgy use of colour,
clever use of bold motifs and uniquely
playful graphics. Described by print
houses as an
“enormous new creative talent”
her new label launch is not to be
missed.
Tickets to the show are available at
Brisbane Powerhouse box office with
limited seats available.
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“ZOYZ WEARABLE ART HITS THE RUNWAY”
If your walking around in ZOYZ, your wearing a work of Art

Wearing a pair of ZOYZ leggings is quite literally like wearing a very colourful work of art.
Surface artist turned fashion designer, Zoya Kraus, is officially launching her fashion brand ZOYZ
but her line is quite different to your average. Zoya is not only designing the clothing in her line,
she’s also designing every one of the printed fabrics that will be featured. The result is a line of
incredibly unique pieces of clothing and accessories, each with a different colourful flavour.The
designer has come from a background as a surface artist, where she has painted on everything
from shoes to surf boards.

“In 2012, I held my second solo exhibition as a surface artist, which sold out on opening night. Two of the buyers were in the fashion industry and both were interested in
turning my paintings and designs into apparel textiles,” Zoya said.
“I worked with one of those designers on a collaboration, that didn't eventuate, but as
a result I saw a space in the market to fill with my own unique style. I realised my art
was a natural fit for the Apparel and Home ware Textiles market and decided I wanted
to create my own label based on wearable art.”
And wearable it is.

“I love my brand and I wear it. I like statement pieces; I live my life with statement.
I live my life with a crazy, kooky energy and my buyers love it. People like that, they
like that they've never seen anything like this before, that it’s original and has an
edge to it,”
A selection of super cool street shoes has just been released for pre-sale by the label, a
limited edition range of Italian made bespoke leather shoes. But the excitement around ZOYZ is
her label launch at the SilentPreviews runway show at Brisbane Powerhouse September 17th.
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Guests attending the show will be able to snap up limited edition pieces whilst being charmed by
the WILD vivid colour and style of the artists new collection. Featuring heavily in her wearable art
are Australian Flora and Fauna images with a bold and quirky twist. Each character in the artist’s
work comes with its own unique story expressed meticulously through composition and colour.
Motifs seen in the Artists original work are repeated by the designer in her clothing brand ZOYZ.
Up till now prints and textiles have only been available through exclusive print house THINK POSITIVE PRINTS based in Sydney and London, whose designers include Willow, Linda Jackson, Akira,
Jenny Kee and an A-Lists of Australian artists. Penny McIntyre owner of the exclusive fabric house
she established in 1984 says of the Artist Zoya:

“ Zoya Kraus is one of those enormously talented people whose creativity and skill can be applied
across such a wide range of mediums. Painting ,Illustration, textiles and even body art Zoya
channels her love for colour anywhere she can.”
The launch of ZOYZ new Spring and Summer collection aptly name, Wild. Will be a fabulous
event created by Brisbane's newest urban fashion collective ; Silent Earth. Wild features designs
inspired by the Australian Landscape. Each new piece comes with it’s own story. These stories are
as significant as the fabrics themselves, each are daring, expressive and Wild. Tickets are available through Brisbane Powerhouse box office or online at http://www.zoyakraustextiles.com.au/
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“ZOYZ WEARABLE ART HITS THE RUNWAY”
If your walking around in ZOYZ, your wearing a work of Art
FACT SHEET


ZOYZ will be launching officially in September at the Silent Earth runway show at Brisbane
Powerhouse in an exclusive show.



Surface artist turned fashion designer, Zoya Kraus, is officially launching her fashion brand
ZOYZ later this year but her line is quite different to your average.



My label ZOYZ began with the production of exclusive print leggings and is now branching into
swimwear, resort wear, streetwear, footwear, and youth and children’s wear at the
SilentPreviews Runway show. Brisbane Powerhouse September 17.



Her soon to be released label, ZOYZ, will preview at The SilentPreviews Runway Show this
September at Brisbane's Powerhouse. Her collection is bold, quirky and Artistic.



Zoya is not only designing the clothing in her line, she’s also designing every one of the printed
fabrics that will be featured.



Zoya Kraus is an Australian Surface Artist and Textile Designer who specialises is creating and
selling prints for the High-end apparel and homewares markets.



The SilentPreviews Runway Show will showcase not only established well-loved designers, but
also some of the new up-and-coming talent that Australia has to offer. A one day event at
Brisbane’s Powerhouse, the show is open to the public and tickets are now for sale at the
Powerhouse Box office.



Zoya Kraus is one of the talented Designers in The SilentPreviews runway show. She is an
Australian Surface Artist and Textile Designer who specialises in creating and selling prints for
high-end apparel.



ZOYZ Spring and Summer 2016 collection, aptly name, Wild features designs inspired by the
Australian Landscape. Each new piece comes with it’s own story. These stories are as
significant as the fabrics themselves, each are daring, expressive and Wild.
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